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Foreword 

London is facing one of its most challenging times in its recent history. The pandemic 

is affecting all parts of our lives as Londoners. But despite this challenging context, 

there is now an opportunity, as Londoners are telling us, to reimagine our city, define 

our aspirations and priorities for the recovery effort, and showcase what a 

sustainable London can look like now and for future generations.    

The Mayor of London, Sadiq Khan, has established the London Recovery Board 

(LRB). Jointly chaired with London Councils, it brings together leaders from across 

London’s government, business and civil society, as well as the health and education 

sectors, trade unions and the police, to oversee the long-term recovery effort. A 

Green New Deal for London has been placed as a central element to the plans of the 

Board. In recovering from the pandemic, we must build back a city that is fairer, 

greener and healthier for all.  

London’s Green New Deal Mission aims to tackle the challenges of the climate and 

ecological emergencies and eradicate air pollution, while supporting the growth of 

London’s green economy. This will rely on a just transition to a low carbon circular 

economy, supporting Londoners with thousands of new jobs and equipping them 

with the skills for that changed economy. We also need to unlock other benefits such 

as resilience to climate change impacts, better public health and improvements in 

community cohesion. This will be key to tackling the vulnerability and inequality that 

has been highlighted, and often worsened, by the pandemic, particularly around poor 

air quality, fuel poverty, and lack of access to green space. 

As part of the Green New Deal Mission activities this year, the Mayor has announced 

£3 million will be made available for the first phase of the Future Neighbourhoods 

2030 programme. The Future Neighbourhoods programme is intended to be a £7.5 

million multi-year programme. Approval for the second phase is subject to the GLA’s 

decision making and budget process. The programme is an investment in supporting 

Londoners to realise their vision of the future and design a green recovery, working 

together with boroughs and communities to reimagine and reconfigure our city for 

the better.  

This programme will support two to four Future Neighbourhoods which will 

accelerate the transformative change needed at a local level and achieve multiple 

environmental goals. This will mean Future Neighbourhoods where Londoners are 

working together to lower emissions, clean up their air, improve their local green 

spaces, reduce their waste and transform their homes.  
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The Green New Deal Mission aims to unleash the talents and opportunities for 

people across many sectors, including government, business and the third sector. 

Local communities have a key role to play in leading the efforts in their own areas to 

contribute to London’s Green New Deal and benefit from the local jobs and skills that 

follow. The Mayor and I look forward to receiving exciting project proposals that set 

out visionary ideas of what London neighbourhoods can be and make a tangible 

difference to the future of our city. 

Shirley Rodrigues, Deputy Mayor for Environment and Energy 
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The Programme at a glance   

The Future Neighbourhoods 2030 programme is an invitation to London boroughs, 
Business Improvement Districts and other local partnerships to contribute to a green 
recovery, by supporting neighbourhoods to become exemplar models of 
sustainability and innovation. Selected Future Neighbourhoods will be located in 
London’s most disadvantaged and climate vulnerable areas, or areas where 
residents have been most severely affected by the pandemic.  
 

This programme will fund between two and four Future Neighbourhoods to 

develop visionary strategies to 2030 and implement pioneering projects that deliver 

on this vision (see Box 1, below). The programme is now asking for expressions of 

interest for Future Neighbourhoods. £3 million has been allocated to support the 

selected Neighbourhoods in Phase 1 (2021/22-2022/23). Up to a further £4.5 million 

is proposed to support projects in Phase 2 between 2022/23-2023/24, subject to the 

GLA’s decision making and budget process.  

Box 1: The Future Neighbourhood Vision 
 

A Future Neighbourhood embraces a green recovery and commits to a decade of 

action to tackle the climate and ecological emergencies, whilst addressing 

London’s health and social inequalities.  

A Future Neighbourhood identifies the impacts of environmental issues, such as 

poor air quality, lack of green space and biodiversity and vulnerability to climate 

change and empowers communities to invest in environmentally sustainable 

infrastructure, industries and technology that will help tackle them simultaneously. 

It champions local energy generation and ownership as well as affordable, safe, 

efficient housing for all. It drives the creation of rewarding, meaningful, diverse and 

secure work for Londoners and provides people with skills and opportunities for 

work as well as lifelong learning.   

Active travel is the norm in a Future Neighbourhood, vehicles are zero emission, 

and public transport is accessible. A Future Neighbourhood has circular economy 

principles at its core, has excellent air quality and thriving biodiversity. It has a 

network of green spaces and corridors connecting it to the wider area with 

communal spaces and facilities for culture, nature, recreation and social 

interaction. These spaces support climate adaptation, nature and the wellbeing of 

residents and users.  

Future neighbourhoods do not just innovate but develop approaches that are 

shared and can be replicated in other areas. 
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All Future Neighbourhood Strategies and projects must demonstrate how they will 

benefit their local community. We are particularly keen to support projects that will 

provide opportunities and positive outcomes for disadvantaged and 

underrepresented groups. We strongly encourage partnership proposals that bring 

together different local groups and stakeholders.   

Our polling on the Green New Deal Mission shows that Londoners want us to 

empower them to accelerate transformative, long-term change at the local level. To 

achieve this, the programme will fund the development of Future Neighbourhood 

Strategies that will pave the way to a Future Neighbourhood, as designed by 

residents and users, by 2030. This strategy should identify how successfully 

demonstrated elements will be scaled up and rolled out across the borough, and how 

best practice will be shared across London (see Box 2, below).  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Box 2: Sharing Best Practice  

 

Funded Future Neighbourhoods will share learnings and best practice from their 

experiences of developing a Future Neighbourhood Strategy and implementing 

projects. This will accelerate changes required across London to create 

sustainable Future Neighbourhoods and to tackle the climate and ecological 

emergencies.  

Successful applicants may wish to:  

• Create a ‘Future Neighbourhood’ webpage or portal  

• Publish case studies  

• Form a Best Practice Sharing Group with other successful applicants, 

interested local authorities, community groups or organisations.   

• Host site visits and tours  

• Host ‘Future Neighbourhood’ workshops  
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Funding available 

The Future Neighbourhoods programme is intended to be a £7.5 million multi-year 

programme. £3 million has been made available for the first phase of the 

programme, and approval for the second phase is subject to the GLA’s decision 

making and budget process. The entire fund will be distributed to between two and 

four applicants selected in Phase One as follows:  

Phase One: 

• Strategy: Applicants may bid for up to £75k to cover a maximum of 75% of the 

cost of developing a Future Neighbourhood Strategy and Delivery Plan. 

Applicants should match fund a minimum of 25% of the cost. 

 

• Projects: Applicants may bid for up to £1.35m to cover a maximum of 60% of the 

cost of Phase 1 projects. Applicants should match fund a minimum of 40% of the 

project costs. These projects will be expected to start in 2021/22, deliver tangible 

outputs and impact in the first 12 months, with the majority of the grant being 

spent in the first year. Phase 1 projects should be completed by March 2023. 

 

Phase Two (subject to the GLA’s decision making and budget process): 

• Up to £4.5 million will be available for further projects in the selected 2-4 Future 

Neighbourhoods to further deliver on their Future Neighbourhood visions. Projects 

will commence in 2022 and be completed by March 2024 at the latest. 

 

At this stage, applicants are invited to outline their approach to developing a strategy 

for their proposed Future Neighbourhood and outline their likely Phase One projects. 

Funding will be prioritised in neighbourhoods that can demonstrate strategies will be 

co-created with communities and can demonstrate high levels of community support 

and engagement for their proposed projects.  

Applicants who are successful in Phase one will be invited to put forward projects for 

funding in Phase two of the programme, subject to further Mayoral funding approval. 

Proposed Phase two projects will be expected to be identified through the strategy 

development process in Phase one. 

Match funding  

 

Applicants are expected to demonstrate how they are strategically leveraging other 

available funding to maximise their impact and facilitate creation of the sustainable 

neighbourhood. This may include:  
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• In-kind support 

• other government funding streams  

• private sector investment or grants 

• private sector activity through partnerships  

• carbon offset funding  

• Other grants  

 

Applicants should note that grant funding from other GLA funds cannot be used as 

match for the Future Neighbourhoods 2030 funds.  
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Who can apply? 

The Future Neighbourhoods 2030 Fund is open to London Boroughs or applicants 

whose applications have a letter of endorsement from their local borough. This is 

due to the nature of the strategy development and the need for this activity to be 

embedded in the overall strategy for the borough. Partnerships between boroughs 

and local organisations such as town teams, business improvement districts, 

community groups and third sector organisations are encouraged. We welcome 

partnerships of boroughs to apply for funding, particularly where a proposed 

neighbourhood sits in more than one borough. 

A lead consortium partner will be required to coordinate activity and oversee their 

programme of work. 

In order to ensure we receive the best applications, we strongly encourage boroughs 

to lead no more than one application and endorse no more than two further 

applications. 

If you are not sure whether our organisation or partnership is eligible to apply, please 

contact us at futureneighbourhoods@london.gov.uk.  

Community groups and individuals who would like to propose a Future 
Neighbourhood should discuss their ideas with their local council. You may wish to 
request your council calls a public meeting or contact lead officers in the 
Environment, Regeneration or Public Health departments to discuss potential ideas. 
Community groups or individuals who are unsure of the best contact in their local 
council can contact the GLA at future.neighbourhoods@london.gov.uk and we will 
support you in identifying the best point of contact in your council. 

 

  

mailto:futureneighbourhoods@london.gov.uk
mailto:futureneighbourhoods@london.gov.uk
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Suitable Neighbourhoods 

Location 

 

Applicants will need to define their target neighbourhood. It is a key criterion of the 

grant that proposed Future Neighbourhoods are located in areas of climate 

vulnerability, poor air quality, limited access to green space, deprivation or where 

communities have been particularly negatively impacted by the pandemic. Applicants 

will need to outline the rationale for the selection of the chosen site using appropriate 

data or evidence (see links below, in particular the GLA Climate Risk Map).  

Box 3: Target Neighbourhoods  

 

Vulnerability to the risks and negative health effects of climate change are 

unequally distributed throughout our city. These risks often intersect with social 

vulnerability, disproportionately affecting minority groups. This has been 

highlighted by the Covid-19 crisis, where existing inequalities have further 

exacerbated impacts of the pandemic, particularly for those in deprived 

neighbourhoods. Therefore, this programme aims to create Future 

Neighbourhoods in London’s most deprived and climate vulnerable areas.   

Applicants must evidence how their proposed neighbourhoods demonstrate 

climate vulnerability as well as deprivation. This includes neighbourhoods which 

have a high exposure to:  

• deprivation 

• poor air quality 

• fuel poverty  

• lack of greenspace 

• the effects of extreme weather and temperature events: 

− heat waves 

− cold spells 

− storms  

− flooding.   

 

It is expected that proposed sites demonstrate intersectional risks to best pilot 

exemplar solutions. Strategies and projects should be designed to address 

these inequalities.   
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Please see below example datasets that you may wish to use to demonstrate the 

suitability of your proposed neighbourhood. This list is not exhaustive. 

Climate Vulnerability:  

• GLA Climate Risk Map  

• Climate Just Data  

• Green Infrastructure Focus Map  

 

Air Pollution:  

• London Air Quality Map – London Datastore 

• Air Quality Focus Areas – London Datastore  

 

Deprivation:  

• Greater London Authority  (GLA) Deprivation indices  

• London Building Stock Model (to identify homes where residents may be at 

greater risk of fuel poverty and non-domestic properties in need of refurbishment)  

 

Covid impact: 

• London Covid-19 Resilience Dashboard   

 

Other supporting data sets: 

• Copernicus Land Monitoring Service (Comparable land use and land cover data 

for urban areas) 

• Energy Performance of Buildings Data: England and Wales  

• Tree Canopy Cover Map  

• London Green Cover Map 

• London Ward Wellbeing scores 

• London Datastore to see over 700 datasets relating to London  

 

You may also wish to consider whether your application is also suitable for other 

Recovery Funding (see p37-38). 

 

Size 

 

The appropriate scale of a Future Neighbourhood will be judged on a case- by- case 

basis. Typically, we would expect that proposed sites for this programme are at least 

the scale of a Middle Layer Super Output Area (MSOA), which in London have an 

average population of 8,346 people. Whilst the proposed sites are not required to 

match MSOA or other pre-existing local boundaries, they should be large enough to 

achieve economies of scale and ‘critical mass’ but small enough to be manageable 

and affordable.  

https://data.london.gov.uk/dataset/climate-risk-mapping
https://data.london.gov.uk/dataset/climate-just-data
https://data.london.gov.uk/dataset/green-infrastructure-focus-map
https://data.london.gov.uk/air-quality/
https://data.london.gov.uk/dataset/london-atmospheric-emissions-inventory--laei--2016-air-quality-focus-areas
https://data.london.gov.uk/dataset/indices-of-deprivation
https://www.london.gov.uk/what-we-do/environment/energy/energy-buildings/london-building-stock-model
https://data.london.gov.uk/dataset/london-resilience-dashboard
https://www.copernicus.eu/en/copernicus-services/land#:~:text=The%20Copernicus%20Land%20Monitoring%20Service%20(CLMS)%20provides%20geographical,World%20in%20the%20field%20of%20environmental%20terrestrial%20applications.
https://www.copernicus.eu/en/copernicus-services/land#:~:text=The%20Copernicus%20Land%20Monitoring%20Service%20(CLMS)%20provides%20geographical,World%20in%20the%20field%20of%20environmental%20terrestrial%20applications.
https://epc.opendatacommunities.org/
https://www.london.gov.uk/what-we-do/environment/parks-green-spaces-and-biodiversity/trees-and-woodlands/tree-canopy-cover-map
https://apps.london.gov.uk/green-cover/
https://data.london.gov.uk/dataset/london-ward-well-being-scores
https://data.london.gov.uk/
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Applicants should demonstrate that the proposed site is of a strategic significance 

location and size, which makes the Future Neighbourhood a significant catalyst for 

action in surrounding neighbourhoods. We expect proposed Future Neighbourhood 

sites to have a mix of residential, commercial, recreational space and use.   
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2030 Strategies: What we will support? 

Each supported neighbourhood will receive funding to develop a costed strategy and 

delivery plan for how it will develop a Future Neighbourhood over the period to 2030. 

The costed strategies and delivery plans will need to:  

• Have at their centre the four overarching objectives the Green New Deal mission 

(see more details in Outcomes section, page: 26): 

− Improve London’s natural environment, improve air quality and tackle the 

climate and ecological emergencies. 

− Promote and incentivise activities that sustain and grow London’s green 

economy. 

− Prioritise interventions reducing health inequalities and social injustices. 

− Engage Londoners and businesses in their journey to become a zero pollution 

and greener city.  

• Map out how the chosen locations can realise the ambitious Future 

Neighbourhoods vision by 2030 (Box 1, page 4). This should include: 

− the environmental issues to be addressed and the specific actions that need 

to be taken, specifically considering the project themes outlined on pages 14-

24 below;  

− who needs to be involved; 

− what it will cost to implement the actions; 

− how the actions will be or could be resourced, demonstrating a commitment to 

embedding the Future Neighbourhood beyond the existing programme; 

− the timeline for delivery of the different actions to 2030; 

− how progress in delivering on the actions and the environmental and social 

benefits will be monitored. 

 

• Be developed in collaboration with the local community, ensuring traditionally 

underrepresented groups contribute to the strategy and see benefit from the 

planned activities. 

 

• Outline how best practice from the funded projects and strategy development will 

be shared across the borough and across London (see Box 2 on page 5) 

 

• Consider how the neighbourhood can make best use of existing GLA 

environmental programmes, such as the Retrofit Accelerator-Workplaces 

programme, or the Mayor’s Air Quality Fund (for a full list of relevant programmes, 

see appendix 1, page 40). 
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− For example, we could expect to see the strategy target all public sector 

buildings in the neighbourhood participating in the Retrofit Accelerator – 

Workplaces programme over the next two years. 

• Consider the kinds of behavioural changes that might be needed, including how to 

address the more tricky sources of emissions, such as those associated with what 

people living in the neighbourhood consume (i.e. their consumption based 

emission).  

 

When preparing an Expression of Interest, applicants are expected to be able to 

outline their approach to the development of the costed strategy and delivery plan. 

This includes who will take responsibility for drafting the plan, how they will engage 

the local community, including underrepresented groups, in its development, and 

how they intend to share best practice from their neighbourhood. 

It is expected that draft strategies will be ready by March 2022 and the development 

of the strategy will inform the projects that will be proposed in Phase Two. 
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Projects: What we will support? 

Future Neighbourhood projects can be both capital and revenue projects. They 

should help deliver the overarching objectives of the Green New Deal mission listed 

below (see further detail in the Outcomes section, page 26): 

• Improve London’s natural environment, improve air quality and tackle the climate 

and ecological emergencies; 

• Promote and incentivise activities that sustain and grow London’s green economy; 

• Prioritise interventions reducing health inequalities and social injustices; 

• Engage Londoners and businesses in their journey to become a zero pollution 

and greener city.  

 

More specifically, the programme will drive action across five key sectoral themes: 
 

• Retrofitting of homes, commercial and public buildings 

• Creating a decarbonised, smart and integrated energy system  

• Improving air quality and creating zero emission zones 

• Climate adapted, resilient, and green neighbourhoods 

• Zero waste, circular economy  

 

These themes are inter-related and Future Neighbourhood Strategies must address 

all five themes. Proposed projects should address multiple themes where possible. 

Proposed Phase One projects (or packages of projects) should address at least 

three of these five themes. 
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1. Retrofitting of homes, commercial and public buildings 

 

The majority of London’s greenhouse gas emissions come from the energy it takes 

to heat and power our homes and buildings and London’s climate ambitions rely on a 

high level of energy efficiency building retrofits by 2030. Only 35 per cent of homes 

currently achieve adequate energy efficiency performance (EPC C or above) and 

many will still be in use in the decades to come. Improving cold, leaky homes to 

make them more energy efficient will also help tackle fuel poverty. Our city has some 

of the highest rates of fuel poverty in the country with one in nine households unable 

to afford the cost of heating or powering their home adequately.  

We are looking to support projects that will reduce green-house gas emissions 

through retrofitting London’s existing buildings. Buildings retrofitted through Future 

Neighbourhoods should be ‘future-proofed’ as far as is practical. This means a 

whole-building approach should be undertaken, improving the ‘building fabric’ (walls, 

windows, floors and roofs), the heating system, water efficiency, and installing 

renewable energy where possible. Buildings should consider for their low carbon 

heating solutions opportunities provided by both on-site and local heat networks. 

Home retrofits including new gas boilers will not eligible.  

Applicants should take a holistic approach to retrofit through accounting for current 

and future climate vulnerability (e.g. including measures to tackle overheating and 

flood risk), tackling fuel poverty, improving air quality, reducing water use, and 

exploring connections to low-carbon heat networks. 

Types of projects supported through the Future Neighbourhoods 2030 programme 
could include the retrofit of: 

• Social housing 

• Private Rental Sector housing 

• Owner Occupier housing 

• Community buildings 

• Public Sector buildings 

• Business and industrial properties 

 
In keeping with the spirit of the fund, multi-tenure housing retrofit schemes are 
encouraged if applicable to the chosen neighbourhood.  

 

If deep retrofit approaches are deemed impractical in the near-term, applicants may 

wish to explore a ‘building passport’ approach as part of their overarching 2030 

strategy, to demonstrate how and when a zero carbon-compatible level of retrofit will 

be achieved.   

The Mayor of London already has a number of retrofit programmes (see appendix 1, 

page 40, for more details on Retrofit accelerator - Homes, Retrofit Accelerator – 

Workplaces, Warmer Homes and other programmes) and applicants are strongly 

recommended to consider how their proposed FN2030 projects could utilise these 
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existing programmes. Applicants may wish to explore how they could attract 

supplementary funding for retrofitting buildings (for example, the public sector 

decarbonisation scheme – see appendix 1, page 40). 

Case studies of the types of projects we would be interested to see can be found 

below: 

• UKGBC playbook 

• Enfield GSHP 

• Nottingham Deep Retrofit Energy Model  

• Maldon (Moat Homes)   

• Engie case studies: 

− Clarion, Borehamwood Retrofit 

− Moat, Maldon Energiesprong 

− Portsmouth, Wilmcote House EnerPHit 

https://www.ukgbc.org/ukgbc-work/driving-retrofit-of-existing-homes/
https://www.kensacontracting.com/wp-content/uploads/2020/02/Enfield-case-study.pdf
https://www.energyhub.org.uk/wp-content/uploads/2020/05/Nottingham-Deep-Retrofit-Energiesprong.pdf
https://www.energiesprong.uk/projects/vlijmen
https://www.engie.co.uk/places/engie-zero/
https://www.engie.co.uk/about-us/references/borehamwood/
https://www.engie.co.uk/about-us/references/energiesprong/
https://www.engie.co.uk/about-us/references/wilmcote-house/
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2. Creating a decarbonised, smart and integrated Energy System  
 

To tackle the climate emergency and get to net zero London needs to develop a 

smart, integrated and flexible energy system that is able to meet London’s power, 

heat and transport needs in a clean, green and efficient way. This includes the smart 

use, distribution and supply of all energy sources across the city, so for example 

district energy networks, buildings and electric vehicles are all integral parts of the 

energy system. 

London’s 2030 energy system will be far more demand-led so that it minimises and 

manages the use of energy and, whilst it will always rely to a large extent on the 

national energy system, it will seek to optimise the use of renewable energy and 

local waste heat sources, for example through district energy networks, solar and 

energy storage. Energy infrastructure will need to be transformed so that it is smarter 

and more flexible, and better able to integrate different types of energy whilst also 

influencing and responding to fluctuating demand patterns at different times of the 

day. This includes harnessing the inherent flexibility of local assets which have other 

primary purposes (including electric vehicle chargers or smart appliances and hot 

water tanks in buildings). 

Many changes to the energy system can be made at a local level, by identifying local 

energy resources and matching them, aided by energy storage and demand 

management, to local demand. This programme provides an exciting opportunity to 

assess how energy is currently used in the neighbourhood, develop an energy 

master plan with a ‘roadmap’ for getting to net zero carbon by 2030 and then deliver 

one or two of those projects as part of this programme. 

We are looking to support projects that will help decarbonise London’s energy 

system whilst also making it smarter, more integrated and more flexible. Applicants 

should consider how their proposed projects could build on existing Mayor of London 

funding, such as the Local Energy Accelerator (see appendix 1, page 40, for further 

details and other existing funds). 

The Future Neighbourhoods 2030 programme could support:  

• District Energy Networks maximising the use of clean, renewable and secondary 

heat sources 

• Using local secondary energy sources such as waste heat 

• local renewable energy generation 

• regulation sandbox testing where it’s a requirement to test innovative new 

business models, such as peer-to-peer local energy trading  

• development of flexible energy assets, including storage, smart electric vehicle 

charging and vehicle to grid (V2G) technologies, demand side response 

• smarter use of energy data and digital networks at a system and/or building level 

• clear linkages with the ‘retrofitting buildings’ element of the programme 
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Case studies of the types of projects we would be interested to see can be found 

below: 

• Local Energy Accelerator  

• CELSIUS Cities  

• Flex London Case studies  

• Home Response  

• E-Flex  

• Sharing Cities 

  

https://www.london.gov.uk/what-we-do/environment/energy/local-energy-accelerator
https://celsiuscity.eu/
https://www.london.gov.uk/what-we-do/environment/energy/flexlondon.
https://www.london.gov.uk/what-we-do/environment/energy/home-response-smart-energy
https://greaterlondonauthority.sharepoint.com/sites/GG_ENV_Climate/Shared%20Documents/General/Future%20Neighbourhoods%202030/Prospectus/E-Flex%20vehicle-to-grid%20trial%20|%20London%20City%20Hall
https://www.sharingcities.eu/
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3. Improving air quality and developing zero emission zones 

 

Cleaning up London’s air is a crucial part of the Mayor’s plans to improve the health 

of Londoners, and to make the city an even better place in which to live, work and do 

business. The introduction of the Mayor’s Ultra Low Emission Zone (ULEZ) has 

already contributed to a reduction of 44 per cent in roadside nitrogen dioxide (NO2) 

and reduced road transport related carbon dioxide emissions by six per cent in the 

central London ULEZ zone.  

Alongside the expansion of the ULEZ in October 2021, the Mayor has committed to 

a Green New Deal for Londoners that will tackle some of London’s defining 

environmental challenges, including the climate emergency and air quality, whilst 

creating jobs, developing skills and supporting a just transition to a low carbon 

circular economy. To do this we need to focus on accelerating modal shift and for 

public transport and active travel to become the natural first choice. The wider goals 

of driving down road danger, improving public health and decarbonising transport will 

only be realised if the zero-emission transition includes a strong focus on modal shift. 

We are looking for applications that support diverse and inclusive communities to 

participate in the co-creation of zero emission zones (ZEZs). Projects should 

improve air quality by reducing transport emissions; catalyse more active modes of 

transport and the switch to zero (or at a minimum, ultra-low emission vehicles); and 

improve the quality, diversity, connectivity and functionality of our natural 

environment while increasing its resilience and enhancing adaptation to climate 

change impacts. We are also keen to see applications that support green jobs, 

develop skills and support a just transition to a low carbon circular economy. For 

example, by supporting active community groups that develop training and skills for 

walking/ cycling/ running instead of taking a car or creating new jobs by developing 

new approaches to zero emission deliveries and servicing (e.g. cargo bike freight). 

ZEZs will need to demonstrate their impact through specific outputs including 

emissions and/or pollution exposure reductions (air pollutant and greenhouse gas 

emission reductions should be quantified), alongside other proxy indicators such as 

reductions in vehicle kilometres and skills/ jobs supported. TfL have produced 

guidance on implementing ZEZs which can be found on their website. The guidance 

is being reviewed and will be updated soon to reflect current thinking and boroughs 

are encouraged to use this as they develop their thinking on ZEZs. 

The Future Neighbourhoods 2030 programme could support:  

• Healthy streets improvements to promote and prioritise active travel 

• Green infrastructure installations to reduce vulnerable Londoners’ exposure to air 

pollution  

• Integrating electric vehicle infrastructure within high quality public realm 

improvements 

https://tfl.gov.uk/info-for/boroughs-and-communities/zero-emission-zones
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• Consolidating freight and delivery via consolidation centres or business incentive 

schemes  

• Implementing zero emission streets (including area pedestrianisation or timed 

closured at sensitive receptor/ hotspot locations e.g., schools) 

• Supporting clean freight initiatives, such as e-cargo bikes, to support the local 

green economy 

• Ambitious and innovative approaches to reduce emissions and improve air quality 

  

Example Projects/ case studies that include elements that should be considered in a 

Zero Emission Zone can be found below: 

• Healthy Streets 

• Low Emission Neighbourhoods 

• Liveable Neighbourhoods 

• School Superzones 

• ReVeAL 

• C40 Knowledge hub 
 
 

 
 

  

https://healthystreets.com/
https://tfl.gov.uk/info-for/boroughs-and-communities/low-emission-neighbourhoods
https://tfl.gov.uk/info-for/boroughs-and-communities/liveable-neighbourhoods
https://healthycitydesign2019.salus.global/uploads/media/conference_lecture_presentation/0001/20/96b0fdfd585c75dca1e69ae67c66a154e98b89cf.pdf
https://civitas-reveal.eu/reveal-cities/city-of-london/
https://www.c40knowledgehub.org/s/article/How-to-design-and-implement-a-clean-air-or-low-emission-zone?language=en_US
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4. Climate adapted, resilient and green neighbourhoods  

 

One of London’s defining characteristics is its many parks and green spaces and 

leafy, green streets, its rivers and waterways. Creating and maintaining a network of 

green infrastructure, from parks to street trees to green roofs and water features is 

critical for neighbourhoods to adapt to the changing climate, providing essential 

environmental benefits such as flood prevention, urban cooling and shading, as well 

as supporting Londoners’ wellbeing. Local green infrastructure networks are also 

critical in helping to tackle the ecological emergency by providing space for wildlife, 

especially where designed and managed to encourage biodiversity.  

The value of these green public assets has been brought into sharp focus during the 

Covid-19 pandemic with people increasingly reliant on their local neighbourhood 

spaces for fresh air and exercise. However, it has also highlighted some stark 

inequalities in access to green and open space, in particular in areas of deprivation 

where the pandemic has hit hardest. The increased use of existing green spaces has 

also come at a cost with the quality of many spaces eroded by the increased wear 

and tear.  These issues have been exacerbated by the impacts of a changing climate 

such as excessive summer heat and flooding. 

Future Neighbourhoods 2030 will help create neighbourhoods with a greener and 

more climate resilient public realm which supports the health and well-being of local 

people. Future Neighbourhood plans should aim to provide high quality local green 

spaces close to where people live and work.  These should be planned as part of a 

network of green spaces and green routes to encourage walking and cycling and to 

connect wildlife habitats, in turn linked to a wider network of green infrastructure. 

Existing green spaces should be protected and enhanced to ensure they are 

welcoming, climate resilient and meet the needs of local people. The wider public 

realm should be designed to enhance climate resilience including to reduce flood 

and heat risk and conserve public water supplies.  

The Future Neighbourhoods 2030 Fund could support with: 
 

• Creating new high-quality public green spaces particularly in areas with limited 

access to existing parks 

• Improvements to existing green spaces to make them more accessible and 

inclusive, biodiverse, designed to manage water and provide climate resilience; 

and be attractive to local people including for example, opportunities for 

community food growing, or designated ‘cool spaces’. 

• Opening-up or activating underperforming open spaces, such as those on many of 

London’s housing estates, or poorly used green and blue spaces 

• Retrofitting streets with green and climate resilient infrastructure such as 

sustainable drainage, street trees and pocket parklets, potentially as part of Low 

Traffic Neighbourhoods 
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• Developing interventions in tandem with innovative models of management to 

care for green spaces, including with greater community participation, and to 

create more accessible public space regardless of ownership 

• Identifying opportunities for collaborative street works, aligning funding to retrofit 

SuDS and GI in the public realm as part of planned highway or utility works using 

GLA data (Infrastructure Mapping Application) 

• Providing more opportunities for people to encounter, and enjoy London’s natural 

environment and wildlife, whilst retaining and expanding the network of genuinely 

wild spaces.   

 

Case studies of the types of projects we would be interested to see can be found 

below: 

• Sustainable drainage  

• Cool spaces 

• Greener Together pilot in Newham:   

• National Park City 

• CLEVER Cities 

• Go Parks London 

• Parks for Health 

 

 

  

https://www.london.gov.uk/what-we-do/environment/climate-change/surface-water/suds-sector-guidance
https://www.london.gov.uk/what-we-do/environment/climate-change/climate-adaptation/cool-spaces-pilot
https://www.greenertogether.co.uk/
https://www.london.gov.uk/what-we-do/environment/parks-green-spaces-and-biodiversity/london-national-park-city
https://clevercities.eu/london/
https://www.goparks.london/
https://www.futureparks.org.uk/camden-islington
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5. Zero waste, circular economy  

 

To address the climate and ecological emergencies we must fundamentally change 

the way we consume and manage resources. Future Neighbourhoods will champion 

the circular economy and drive behavioural changes to address our current ‘take, 

make, use and dispose’ systems while promoting systems which manage resources 

sustainably, understanding ‘waste’ as inputs for new processes. Future 

Neighbourhoods should accelerate changes towards fit for purpose economies.  

The Future Neighbourhoods Programme is looking for applications that strongly 

promote circular practices, where waste is minimised and resources are re-circulated 

through the local economy. By driving a circular economy neighbourhood resilience 

can be improved, by reducing reliance on raw materials and new goods, thereby 

saving costs. A purposeful reorganisation of our economy that is sustainable and 

addresses inequalities is central to achieving the outcomes of the Green New Deal 

mission such as a just transition.  We expect Future Neighbourhoods to encourage 

innovative and participatory approaches which enable behavioural change, both for 

individuals and businesses.    

The Future Neighbourhoods 2030 programme will support proposals that work to 

accelerate progress towards making London a zero-waste city at the local level. This 

could include the creation of an ultra low waste zone which includes interventions to 

reduce the amount of biodegradable or recyclable waste which is sent to landfill and 

increases recycling rates of municipal waste. Alongside ensuring Londoners are 

encouraged to address their waste responsibly, a Future Neighbourhood will 

advance London’s circular economy at the local level.   

The Future Neighbourhoods 2030 Fund could support with: 

• Creation of an Ultra-Low Waste Zone, based on a partnerships between 

applicants, local and national businesses, the GLA and ReLondon (formerly 

London Waste and Recycling Board (LWARB)) 

• Workshops on reusing materials, no waste cooking and other low waste practices  

• Repair and refurbishment places or ‘Repair Hubs’, such as an Upcycling Mall, 

these could support white goods repair, tech (computers/phones), clothing, shoe, 

bike 

• Such hubs should provide upskilling opportunities in repairs 

• Libraries of Things and other renting or sharing activities – for example clothes 

rental or sharing (children’s clothes in particular) 

• Maker spaces and shared workspaces 

• Tech (laptops, smart phones) takeback and redistribution schemes 

• Low plastic zones with “unpackaged” and refill shops 

• Traditional second hand and vintage clothing and other (book shops, bric a brac, 

architectural salvage (cupboards and doors), furniture, including office furniture 

and equipment 

https://www.upcyclethat.com/retuna-upcycling-mall/
https://www.libraryofthings.co.uk/crystalpalace/
https://www.makerspaces.com/what-is-a-makerspace/
https://www.techtakeback.com/
https://www.nlwa.gov.uk/campaigns-and-projects/low-plastic-zones
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• Low waste hospitality - incorporating low waste kitchens (such as Winnow) and 

food reuse 

• Locally grown food – using roofs, indoor growing technology or other urban green 

spaces/community allotments, schools 

• Opportunities to sell locally grown food at markets. 

• Surplus food redistribution systems, for example Olio, foodbanks or community 

fridges.  

• Introduction of ‘waste action areas’ with local food waste recycling, for example: 

modular, small-scale anaerobic digestion.   

• Consolidated collection of waste by shared, low carbon vehicles.   

• High Street Champions: provide Champions with training and assets to help 

encourage and assist businesses in the neighbourhood to adopt circular practices.   

 

The example initiatives outlined above should work to both foster the circular 

economy and to facilitate a just transition. Where possible such initiatives should 

employ vulnerable Londoners and offer meaningful upskilling opportunities. They 

should work to redistribute resources to address for example food poverty and digital 

inclusion. ReLondon (formerly LWARB) will be able to provide advice and support.   

Case studies of the types of projects we would be interested to see can be found 

below: 

• Putney Pedals: The Positively Putney Business Improvement District is trialling 

the ‘Putney Pedals’ Programme- cargo bikes are collecting waste for local 

businesses. The Putney Pedals bike will take care of mixed recycling, paper, 

cardboard, food and general waste without the CO2 emissions or traffic 

obstruction of a rubbish lorry. The Putney Pedals scheme is expected to reduce 

air pollution in the area as only one vehicle will be needed to collect the waste 

from storage and increase the recycling rate. Positively Putney and the London 

Waste and Recycling Board are offering a subsidised collection to encourage 

businesses along the street to get involved with the scheme.  

• Low Plastic Zones: The North London Waste Authority is encouraging businesses 

to reduce use of unnecessary plastic and work towards being low-plastic spaces  

• FC Designer Collective: A circular store and workspace in Islington, launched by 

Islington Council, local communities and garment industry co-operative, Fashion 

Enter  

• The Remakery: A collaborative workspace in Brixton specifically for circular 

economy businesses focused on new uses for materials, encouraging people to 

rethink, recover, reuse and redistribute surplus materials.     

• Havering and Olio: Havering Council partnered with Olio to combat food poverty to 

identify, track and predict areas where residents need support and access to 

affordable food.  

 

  

https://www.winnowsolutions.com/
http://www.crystalpalacetransition.org.uk/patchwork-farm.html
https://olioex.com/
https://www.hubbub.org.uk/the-community-fridge
https://www.hubbub.org.uk/the-community-fridge
https://wickcuriosityshop.net/collection/digester
http://positivelyputney.co.uk/putney-pedals/
https://www.nlwa.gov.uk/campaigns-and-projects/low-plastic-zones
https://www.fashioncapital.co.uk/insights/fc-designer-collective-official-launch-a-retail-experience-like-no-other/
https://www.remakery.org/
https://www.havering.gov.uk/news/article/876/havering_pilots_app_to_help_tackle_food_poverty
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Outcomes 

The Future Neighbourhoods 2030 Fund will prioritise projects and strategies that 

deliver meaningful outcomes. Future Neighbourhoods should work to achieve all four 

overarching objectives of the Green New Deal mission, listed A-D below. These 

objectives have been designed to support and deliver on London’s Recovery cross-

cutting principles framework1.   

While you may not be able to articulate specific target outcomes at this Expression of 

Interest stage, your application should still demonstrate what measurable impacts 

you intend to see. For each of the four overarching objectives listed below, we 

provide examples of the types of impacts your proposed projects could deliver.  

Future Neighbourhood Strategies and projects will need to demonstrate an 

integrated approach to meeting the overarching objectives of the Green New Deal 

Mission (See Box 4, page 28, below).  

A. Improve London’s natural environment, improve air quality and tackle the 

climate and ecological emergency 

 

London is facing the dangers of toxic air pollution and the impacts of the climate and 

ecological emergencies. As a city of nine million people, London also has a 

responsibility to minimise our impact on the global climate. This means acting quickly 

to cut greenhouse gas emissions and to continue enhancing green and climate 

resilient spaces. 

You will need to outline in your submission what measurable impacts you 

expect your project to deliver, with examples such as: 

 

• Reduce greenhouse gas emissions (direct and indirect) from buildings and 

transport  

• Improve air quality (including NO2 and PM2.5)     

• Increase and improve access to green spaces and green cover (e.g. pocket parks, 

etc.) 

• Protect and create habitats to support biodiversity (e.g. wildlife corridors, green 

roofs) 

• Reduce waste and/or increase recycling rates     

• Increase resilience to climate change against flooding, heat and drought (e.g. cool 

spaces, sustainable drainage)  

• Make walking, cycling and public transport the default choice for more people 

 
1 More information on London’s Recovery Programme can be found here.   

https://www.london.gov.uk/moderngovmb/documents/s68063/London%20Recovery%20Programme%20-%20Next%20Steps.pdf
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• Embed circular economy approaches 

 

B. Promote and incentivise activities that sustain and grow London’s green 

economy  

 

To address environmental and ecological challenges as well as achieve a fair 

economic recovery from the Covid-19 crisis we need to grow London’s Green 

Economy, support Londoners with necessary new jobs and skills whilst tackling 

inequality and ensuring a just transition.  

In order to make the transition to a green economy we are keen to receive proposals 

that will increase the flow of finance to support the delivery of projects that address 

the environmental and sustainability challenges that London is facing. 

You will need to outline in your submission what measurable impacts you 

expect your project to deliver, with examples such as: 

 

• Increase jobs and apprenticeships within London’s Green Economy sector 

• Invest in green skills training and re/upskilling     

• Invest in green/circular London-based SMEs and NGOs 

• Create and maximise the use of green offset funds 

• Increase/invest in services which promote the sharing economy 

• Increase amount of affordable, shared workspace 

• Consider the role of emerging technology and innovation, making improvements 

through collaboration and thinking outside the box 

 
 

C. Prioritise interventions reducing health inequalities and social injustices  

 

The pandemic has also highlighted how the environment can have a 

disproportionate impact on Londoners, with those living in deprived areas most likely 

to experience poor air quality, cold, damp homes and limited access to green space. 

This split is not just down to geographical lines but social ones too, with those for 

example from Black, Asian and Minority Ethnic backgrounds nearly four times less 

likely to have access to an outdoor space.  

You will need to outline in your submission what measurable impacts you 

expect your project to deliver, with examples such as: 

 

• Protect the most vulnerable from fuel poverty and heat waves   

• Address inequalities in access to green spaces and the impact this has on mental 

and physical health 

• Address accessibility issues in our public realm 

• Reduce vulnerabilities and inequalities in exposure to air pollution 

• Improve the diversity of the workforce in the green economy 
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• Ensure underrepresented groups are included in design and benefit from 

outcomes   

 

D. Engage Londoners and businesses in their journey to become a zero 

pollution and greener city  

 

Engagement, involvement and inclusion of residents and users will be central to the 

creation and success of a Future Neighbourhood. Applications should consider the 

power of community action to help drive change in their Future Neighbourhoods. 

People should have opportunities to contribute to debates and decisions about the 

Future Neighbourhood strategy and projects - bottom up principles should be used 

where possible.  

You will need to outline in your submission what measurable impacts you 

expect your project to deliver, with examples such as: 

 

• Involve communities (particularly under-represented groups2), ensuring 

community need is identified in an inclusive way 

• Support community groups and ENGOs delivering environment activity and social 

cohesion     

• Empower Londoners to make sustainable choices (both through the project 

implementation as well as through projects that have sustainable behaviour 

change as their core outcome).  

• Opportunities for residents and users to be involved in creation and management 

of the Future Neighbourhood, for example: volunteer hours, creation of citizen 

working groups etc.  

 

Box 4: Taking an integrated approach 

 

Trying to achieve multiple outcomes individually often risks confusion and 

duplication of effort, and the loss of ability to identify synergies of outcomes. It also 

risks an inability to identify and manage possible inconsistencies of outcomes or 

trade-offs as the Future Neighbourhoods are developed. Sustainability can be 

optimised when different local aims are taken forward together.  

The proposals need therefore to demonstrate a holistic approach in which co-

benefits are maximised and trade-offs minimised. They should also demonstrate 

how long-term monitoring and communication of interventions and the impact they 

are having on communities will ensure outcomes are achieved.  

 

 
2 Our research shows that the groups least engaged with environmental projects in London are lower-income 
and Black, Asian and Minority Ethnic groups. These are also often the groups worst affected by the impacts of 
environmental factors. Applicants should also consider accessibility by design when planning engagement 
activities and interventions, in particular for D/deaf and disabled residents and those who may be digitally 
excluded. 
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How to Apply  

The Future Neighbourhoods 2030 Programme has a two-stage application process: 

Expression of Interest (EoI) and Full Application.  

This is to avoid organisations putting significant resource into developing a detailed 

application without a reasonable chance of securing funding. The process remains 

competitive at each stage.  

Only applications received by 17 May will be assessed for invitation to the full 

application stage. Applications submitted after this deadline will not normally be 

accepted. An expert panel of GLA officers and independent members of the Green 

New Deal Expert Advisory Group will review your proposal against the criteria set out 

in How will your application be assessed.  

The application process will be managed through the Greater London Authority’s 

online investment management system, GLA OPS.  

To submit your application, you will need to complete the following steps:  

• Go to the OPS homepage  

• If needed, register a new organisation and admin account within GLA OPS by 

clicking on ‘New to GLA OPS? Register here’.  

• Select ‘GLA Environment’ under the GLA department section and click on 

‘Request New Profile’.   

• You will then be notified when your profile has been accepted. To begin your 

application simply click on ‘Create New+’ within the Project tab. 

 

If your organisation is already registered with the Environment Unit, simply log in 

and click on ‘Create New+’ when applications are open. If you are registered with 

another department / unit, your organisation admin will need to create a new profile 

as outlined in the user guide within the GLA OPS website.  

If you encounter any technical problems while registering, you can download User 

Guide 1 and 2 from the GLA OPS website. For any other queries, please contact our 

team at future.neighbourhoods@london.gov.uk. We will aim to respond to all queries 

within two working days.  

Please note that upon registering an organisation, you will be set up as Organisation 

Admin and will be responsible for managing registration and user profiles for the rest 

of your organisation. Detailed information on this can be found within the above user 

guides. 

https://ops.london.gov.uk/#/home
https://www.london.gov.uk/what-we-do/funding/open-project-system-ops
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If your project is successful in progressing to the full application stage, we will inform 

you of the necessary next steps. At this point, we may offer you additional support to 

develop your project. 

Equality  

 

As a public-sector organisation, the GLA must have due regard to the Public Sector 

Equality Duty and the need to eliminate unlawful discrimination, harassment, 

victimisation and any other conduct which is unlawful under the Equality Act 2010. It 

must advance equality of opportunity and foster good relations between people who 

share a protected characteristic and people who don’t have that characteristic. As 

recipients of public funding, successful applicants will also need to meet this Duty. 

As part of the London Recovery programme, the London Recovery Board gave 

missions a strong mandate to address inequalities, and in particular the racial 

inequalities that have had such a devastating effect on Black, Asian and minority 

ethnic (BAME) people during the COVID-19 pandemic. Appendix 2 includes a 

checklist for addressing inequalities in FN2030 strategies.  

We will provide further guidance on how to do so at Stage 2 of the application 

process and we will ask for relative evidence of how it will be done during the 

application process, and how it has been done during delivery.  

We encourage you to develop the rationale for your proposal using current and 

robust socio-economic data as well as qualitative analysis. Projects will be required 

to evidence the environmental, social and economic impact of their intervention and 

to evaluate the performance of their project once delivery is complete.  

Monitoring the impact of projects using qualitative and equalities data (gender, age, 

disability, ethnic background, religious background, sexual orientation) is an integral 

part of this, and successful projects will normally report to us regularly so that we can 

track their progress.  
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The application process 

 

Stage 1 - Expression of Interest  

 

You should read the prospectus and EOI application form in GLA OPS carefully 

before starting your application. We will publish online answers to frequently asked 

questions. Published questions will not identify your organisation by name.  

Consider whether your proposal addresses the Future Neighbourhoods 2030 themes 

(see pages 14-24) and the Green New Deal objectives (see page 26) set out in this 

prospectus before deciding to apply. If you need further guidance and advice, please 

get in touch at future.neighbourhoods@london.gov.uk. While we cannot help you 

with the specific content of your application, we can advise you on the eligibility and 

suitability of your proposed activities.  

 

Stage 2 - Full Application Stage 

 

After the EoI stage, we may advise you via GLA OPS that your proposal has been 

chosen to progress to the Full Application stage. Some proposals may be ready to 

submit a full application with very little additional support from GLA. However, we 

anticipate that in most cases there will be a period of feedback and negotiation to 

agree specific details to ensure your full application has the best possible chance of 

approval.  

Please note, the process remains competitive at the full application stage. Being 

invited to submit a full application does not guarantee that your project will receive 

funding.  

Additional support may be available to help you to meet our requirements and 

respond to our recommendations. The support offered will depend on our 

assessment of your project’s needs, but may include:  

• A targeted workshop or working group session on your proposal 

• Ongoing support from GLA officers within the Environment or other GLA teams  

 

Stage 3 – Getting into Contract  

 

All of the funding shall be subject to the terms of the GLA’s funding agreement (a 

copy of which can be found here) and all successful applicants for funding will be 

required to enter into the Funding Agreement, before the GLA makes payment of 

mailto:futureneighbourhoods@london.gov.uk
https://www.london.gov.uk/what-we-do/funding/future-neighbourhoods-2030
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any of the funding. Please ensure that you have all necessary resources and 

approvals in place to enable the agreement to be signed promptly if you are awarded 

funding. Failure to do so may result in the offer of GLA funding being withdrawn. 

Stage 4 – Invitation to apply for funding in Phase 2  

 

In early 2022, subject to Mayoral funding approval for a second phase of the FN2030 

programme, applicants that can demonstrate success in Phase One will be invited to 

apply for Phase Two FN 2030 funding by proposing suitable phase 2 projects. The 

design of these projects will be expected to be strongly informed by the interim 

findings of the costed strategy and delivery plan, which should be well underway by 

early 2022. 
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How will your application be assessed? 

A panel of experts from across the GLA and the Green New Deal Expert Advisory 

Group will review, score, and rank Expression of Interest (EoI) forms against the 

criteria below. The EoI will set out broad proposals for catalysing the development of 

the Future Neighbourhood.  

Applications which are successful at this stage will be invited to further develop their 

proposals and to complete a more detailed Full Application. This will be assessed by 

a panel in the same way as the Expression of Interests.  

Suitability for funding and support at the EoI stage will be assessed based on your 

answers to the application and are weighted as follows:  

Rationale for proposed Future Neighbourhood (20 per cent)  

 

Applications will be judged on whether the proposed site is an appropriate size and 

location.  

Future neighbourhoods should be of an appropriate size to have potential to act as a 

catalyst for further action. 

Future Neighbourhoods should be located in areas of climate vulnerability, poor air 

quality, limited access to green space, deprivation or where communities have been 

particularly negatively impacted by the pandemic. See Box 3 on page 9 for more 

detail on the type of neighbourhoods targeted by this programme.  

 The use of qualitative and quantitative data to evidence assertions on vulnerability 

will be needed to score highly in this category.   

 

Technical Description of Strategy & Delivery Plan and Phase 1 projects (60 per 

cent) 

 

Applications are expected to propose in outline how a Future Neighbourhood 

Strategy will be developed in collaboration with the local community and any partner 

organisations. They will also outline how phase one projects will be further 

developed and implemented with local community groups and how they will benefit 

the local community. 

Applications that demonstrate strong alignment with the themes of the Future 

Neighbourhoods 2030 Programme and the four overarching objectives of the Green 
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New Deal will score highly. The application should demonstrate an understanding of 

the existing needs of the neighbourhood and its communities and show how it will 

co-design the Future Neighbourhood with them. Further, the proposed projects will 

demonstrate where possible that they are building on existing action already 

underway in the neighbourhood.   

Applications will also need to clearly outline risks and mitigation strategies 

associated with the proposed projects and strategies. 

Scoring for the technical description will be broken down as follows: 

• Future Neighbourhood Strategy and Delivery Plan: 25 per cent 

• Phase 1 projects: 25 per cent 

• Risks and mitigation: 10 per cent 

 
 

Value for money (20 per cent) 

 

In demonstrating value for money, applications will need to show that the proposed 

approach makes optimal use of resources to achieve a high-quality project. Whilst a 

detailed cost breakdown is not expected to be provided at the EOI stage, your 

application should include a clear description that demonstrates that all costs 

associated with the projects have been identified and considered.  

Applications should demonstrate how other funding streams are being leveraged, as 

well as how the use of relevant existing GLA programmes is being maximised, such 

as the retrofit accelerators and local energy accelerator. For the level of match 

funding expected please see the section on Funding Available, page 6. 

Value for money is not just about achieving the lowest price; the greater weight will 

be given to the delivery of high-quality projects. The Future Neighbourhoods 2030 

fund is a strategic programme that aims to deliver across several themes and to 

support a range of activities across London.  

In making funding decisions, we will assess how applications received map across 

stated priorities and London’s communities so that we can deliver a balanced 

programme of exemplary projects. We may also choose not to allocate all the 

funding available in any given funding round to allow us flexibility to actively target 

underrepresented areas and priorities in future rounds. 
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Key Dates and Help 

Milestone Date 

Prospectus Launched 16 March 2021  

Expression of Interest Deadline  17 May  

Stage 1 decision made 21 June 

Stage 2 application deadline*  20 September 

Successful projects announced* 11 October 

Grant agreement signed* 29 October 

Delivery starts* 29 October 

 
* These timelines are indicative for projects which are invited to move to the full 
application stage. 
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Further support for London’s recovery 

The London Recovery Board has agreed on a missions-based approach to London’s 

recovery to bring together public, private and voluntary sectors and mobilise the 

massive effort required to make this a success. Nine recovery missions have been 

set, which all have: addressing social, economic and health inequalities, accelerating 

delivery of a cleaner, greener London, and ensuring Londoners are at the heart of 

recovery as guiding principles. The Future Neighbourhoods 2030 programme is a 

key part of the Green New Deal mission. It has been designed to complement other 

green recovery initiatives across the nine missions. The programme will also 

encourage approaches that support and align to the objectives of other missions vital 

to London’s recovery, in particular, the High Streets mission, the Strong 

Communities mission, the Healthy Food and Weight mission and the Good Work for 

Londoners mission. 

Details on other complementary programmes currently running are provided below: 

 

High Streets for All Challenge 

 

The High Streets for All Challenge is a call for high street partnerships to develop 

innovative high street strategies and asset-based proposals prepared to boost 

economic activity and yield wider public value. 

The challenge will kickstart the London Recovery Board’s mission to deliver 

enhanced public spaces and exciting new uses for underused high street buildings in 

every London Borough.   

It will underpin the formation of high street partnerships, bringing together local 

authorities, community and business groups, cultural and third sector organisations, 

anchor institutions such as universities, colleges or hospitals, and commercial 

interests to join forces and develop much needed capacity to support high street and 

town centre renewal.  

The Challenge will provide targeted advice and funds - over £4 million of strategic 

enabling funding from June 2021 - to inspire and help form these partnerships, 

prepare strategies, propose projects and test their effectiveness. It will support local 

engagement and promote a culture of ideas, experimentation and invention as well 

as build a pipeline of schemes for future investment opportunities. 

  
 
 

https://www.london.gov.uk/coronavirus/londons-recovery-coronavirus-crisis/recovery-context
https://www.london.gov.uk/what-we-do/regeneration/funding-opportunities/high-streets-all-challenge
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Open Innovation Challenge- Designing London’s Recovery 

 

The GLA is partnering with the Design Council and the London Office for Technology 

and Innovation (LOTI) to pilot innovative ways to deliver a collaborative, design-led 

approach to supporting London’s Recovery Missions. Designing London’s Recovery 

is an open call to innovators, organisations or individuals to consider a set of 

challenge areas outlined in an Innovation Brief that relate to London’s Recovery 

missions. Innovators across all industries and areas of expertise are invited to apply 

to the programme and form Innovation Teams to work closely with the GLA and local 

stakeholders to explore the Recovery Mission Innovation Briefs with expert coaching, 

mentoring and support from the Design Council.  

 

The programme aims to pioneer a new way of working with organisations across 

London together to solve the city’s most pressing challenges, using a method that 

ensures solutions are designed with Londoners’ needs at the heart, especially those 

most vulnerable and hardest hit by COVID. Grants of up to £50,000 will be provided 

to fund the design, testing, and scale up of the most promising solutions, with 

continued expert support from the Design Council through 2022. 

 

Community-Led Recovery Programme 

 
The Mayor of London has launched a new programme to ensure that London’s 

diverse communities are part of the city’s recovery from the COVID-19 pandemic. 

The Community Led Recovery Programme invites groups facing barriers to 

participation to lead projects focused on recovering from the impact of COVID-19 in 

London. The Programme is focused on ‘collaborating and involving London’s diverse 

communities’, which is one of six cross-cutting principles for the wider recovery 

programme.  

The programme runs until December 2021 and is focused on providing grants of up 

to £9,000 to support activity which will enable communities most deeply affected by 

COVID-19 to share their lived experiences and take action to recover from COVID-

19. Programme participants will work with London’s decision-makers to share their 

community insights which relate to one or more of the nine missions of the London 

Recovery Board. 

 

https://www.london.gov.uk/what-we-do/funding/designing-londons-recovery
https://www.london.gov.uk/what-we-do/funding/challenge-ldn
https://www.london.gov.uk/what-we-do/funding/community-led-recovery-programme
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APPENDIX 1: OTHER PROGRAMMES AND 

FUNDING OPPORTUNITIES 

Retrofit accelerator – Homes 

Retrofit Accelerator - Homes aims to encourage the deep retrofit of London homes 

through a whole-house approach. The programme factors in adaptation measures 

and predominantly focusses on social housing. It offers end-to-end technical support 

including stock-opportunity analysis, project development, procurement sourcing of 

finance and funding/business case development. More information about the 

programme can found here.   

Retrofit accelerator - Workplaces 

This programme covers retrofit of London’s public sector buildings to save 

greenhouse gas emissions and energy consumption. It provides free technical 

assistance and support via the RE:FIT Programme Delivery Unit, and a framework of 

pre-vetted Energy Service Companies (ESCos). It supports energy conservation, 

efficiency and energy generation schemes (including heat networks). More 

information about the programme can be found here. 

Warmer Homes 

This programme provides grant funding for heating and insulation to warm the 

homes of fuel-poor Londoners. It also covers adaptation-related measures such as 

installing ventilation to improve internal air quality, reducing relative humidity and 

reducing post-retrofit overheating risk. The scheme offers up to £4,000 per 

household, targeting homeowners with disabilities or long-term sickness, and older 

people claiming eligible benefits. 

London Community Energy Fund 

This fund supports community energy groups in London that save greenhouse gas 

emission, increase the amount of renewable energy generation, and reduce energy 

demand. More information about the fund can be found here.  

 

Local Energy Accelerator 

Local Energy Accelerator (LEA) is a new £6m programme providing expertise and 

support to organisations to develop clean and locally generated energy projects. 

Projects will include district energy networks that use renewable heat sources 

(including river water and waste heat from London Underground), and energy 

technologies such as heat pumps, solar panels, batteries and smart electric vehicle 

charging to transform the way London generates, supplies and uses clean local 

https://www.london.gov.uk/what-we-do/environment/energy/retrofit-accelerator-homes
https://www.london.gov.uk/what-we-do/environment/energy/energy-buildings/retrofit-accelerator-workplaces/what-retrofit-accelerator-workplaces
https://www.london.gov.uk/what-we-do/environment/energy/london-community-energy-fund
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energy in buildings and transport. More information about the programme can be 

found here.   

Solar Together London 

A group-buying programme that enables Londoners to install solar panels and 

battery storage systems in their homes at an affordable price. The programme works 

through a reverse auction process providing discounts to customers through 

collective-purchasing and assurance that installers and products are of good quality. 

More information can be found here. 

Mayor’s Energy Efficiency Fund (MEEF) 

A £500m fund providing loan and equity financing to enable, accelerate or enhance 

viable low carbon projects across London. The fund provides flexible and competitive 

finance to public sector organisations, local authorities and SMEs, and covers 

energy efficiency, district heating, renewables, EV charging etc. More information 

can be found here.  

Refill London  

To cut single-use plastic waste in London, the Mayor is promoting schemes that 

allow Londoners to refill water bottles. There are now over 3,000 shops, businesses 

and organisations that are offering free water refills to the public. More information 

can be found here.  

Better Futures 

Supports the growth of a low carbon circular economy by developing capacity in the 

Cleantech sector in London. Cleantech can be anything, product or services that 

minimises the environmental impact of our activities, citizen or business. The project 

is part funded by ERDF and has already supported 72 SMEs and will continue 

through to 2022. More information can be found here.   

Advance London 

Advance London is a business support programme for circular businesses and 

businesses that want to develop more circular business models. It is funded by 

ReLondon (formerly LWaRB) and ERDF. More information can be found here. 

Other funding opportunities 

• Public Sector Decarbonisation Fund 

• Social Housing Decarbonisation Fund 

• Green Homes Grant – Local Authority Delivery Scheme 

• Carbon Offset Funds 

• Residential charge points 

• Green Recovery Challenge Fund round 2 

• OZEV grant scheme for electric vehicle charging infrastructure 

  

https://www.london.gov.uk/what-we-do/environment/energy/local-energy-accelerator
https://www.london.gov.uk/what-we-do/environment/energy/solar-together-london
https://www.amberinfrastructure.com/our-funds/the-mayor-of-londons-energy-efficiency-fund
https://refill.org.uk/refill-london/
https://www.london.gov.uk/what-we-do/environment/better-futures/about-better-futures
https://advancelondon.org/
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/public-sector-decarbonisation-scheme-psds
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/social-housing-decarbonisation-fund-demonstrator
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/green-homes-grant-local-authority-delivery-scheme-entering-a-bid
https://www.london.gov.uk/sites/default/files/carbon_offsett_funds_guidance_2018.pdf
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/grants-for-local-authorities-to-provide-residential-on-street-chargepoints
https://www.heritagefund.org.uk/funding/application-guidance-green-recovery-challenge-fund-round-2?utm_source=Trustees%20of%20the%20National%20Heritage%20Memorial%20Fund&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=12212715_GRCF%20round2%20-%20guidance%20published&utm_content=GRCF2%20guidance&dm_i=12AA,79RE3,37UISS,THC91,1
https://www.gov.uk/government/collections/government-grants-for-low-emission-vehicles
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APPENDIX 2: CHECKLIST FOR TACKLING 

INEQUALITIES 

KEY THEMES TO CONSIDER:  

• Design programmes and policies to address inequalities. Most long term structural 

inequalities are well known and have been further exposed and deepened by the 

pandemic. Objectives to consider where relevant: 

− Consider intersectional barriers – for example, disabled women can be 

disadvantaged in the labour market by both gender and disability status. 

− Be as specific as you are able to be about the groups where impact is needed – 

for example, don’t use ‘BAME’ if you mean young Black men. 

• Gather evidence (data and community intelligence) to understand and help 

prioritisation. Objectives to consider where relevant: 

− Draw on available resources such as Tackling Inequality toolkit, CSP officers 

and the EDI Advisory Group at early design and review stages. 

• Assess the potential for new programmes or projects to create inequalities, 

identifying mitigations. Objectives to consider where relevant: 

− Use evidence and community intelligence to reveal impacts on groups. 

− Consider how long-standing structural inequalities may impact a project’s 

success. 

 

• Experts in different forms of inequality including the EDI Advisory Group should 

inform recovery thinking and processes. Objectives to consider where relevant: 

− Use evidence and community intelligence to reveal impacts on groups. 

− Draw on available resources such as Tackling Inequality toolkit, CSP officers 

and the EDI Advisory Group at early design and review stages. 

 

• Consider what can be measured and how this will indicate success. Objectives to 

consider where relevant: 

− Identify what can be measured and how this might indicate success. 

− Record how evidence and intelligence are used to shape programmes.  

 
ADDITIONAL CHECKLIST FOR PROJECTS AND STRATEGIES:  

 

Must not: 

• Create further, or deepen existing, inequalities. 

• Assume a lack of data means problems do not exist. 

• Perpetuate discrimination for groups experiencing inequality through the language 

used or the approach taken.  
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Nice to have: 

• Co-design projects with experts by experience (people with lived experience).  

• Contributing new evidence to fill gaps. 

• Case studies to demonstrate leadership by example.  

 
PROMPTS FOR DIFFERENT PROJECT PHASES  

Project initiation prompts:  

• Evidence - what evidence do you need to provide best insight into key [equalities] 

groups?  

• Expertise and engagement - which expert stakeholder organisations or 

communities will contribute insight on this issue?  

• Inclusive approach – what process will you use to design a programme which is 

inclusive and proactively addresses barriers experienced by specific groups? Can 

experts-by-experience co-design or co-lead with us?  

• Evaluation - How will you track change for target groups?  

 

Design stage prompts:  

• Evidence – what data and evidence did you use to understand inequalities?  

• Expertise and engagement – how is evidence and insight from stakeholders 

helping to shape your programme?  

• Inclusive implementation – how are the needs of priority groups being considered 

in the design of the programme/project?  

• Assess – assess whether there is potential for the policies or programmes to 

create further inequalities?  

• Evaluation – what will be measured and how will this indicate success?  

 

Final review stage prompts:  

• Evidence – what evidence on need and impact on equalities groups did you use to 

help shape this project?  

• Expertise and engagement – what insight did equalities experts and experts with 

lived experience give you about the impact on target groups? How was this 

community intelligence used to shape the programme?  

• Inclusive implementation – how are the needs of priority groups addressed in the 

proposal?  

• Assess – ensure the process used to assess and record impacts are recorded in a 

project plan.  

• Evaluation – what metrics will be monitored, when, by whom and how will they 

feed into reporting? 



 
 

 

Other formats and languages 

For a large print, Braille, disc, sign language video or audio-tape 

version of this document, please contact us at the address below: 

 

Greater London Authority  

City Hall      

The Queen’s Walk  

More London  

London SE1 2AA 

Telephone 020 7983 4000 

www.london.gov.uk 

You will need to supply your name, your postal address and state 

the format and title of the publication you require. 

If you would like a summary of this document in your language, 

please phone the number or contact us at the address above. 

 


